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A cyclogiro rotor having a span and diameter of 8 
feet was tested in the N.A.C.A. 20-foot wind tunnel. The 
tests showed that the cyclogiro would be able to ascend 
vertically, fly horizontally, and glide wit,hout power. 
The power required for normal fliight woul&, gowever, b8 
excessive. A comparfson of calcuiated and experimental 
results showed that the analytical expressions Used gave 
the correct variation of the power requPred w-ith the rotor 
forces but that the values calculated for zero rotor 
forces were in error. 'It was alSd shovn that the blade 
profile-drag coefficient was incorrectly assumed and that 
the error in the calculated power required arose from 
that assumption. The effect of oscillating an airfoil is 
considered a prfmary reason for the dtscrepancy be.tween 
the assumed and experimental drag coefficients and re- 
search on an oscillating airfoil is believed to be neces- 
6ary. 

INTRODUCTIOX 

During an extensive study of all types of rotating 
wings, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 8x- 
aminea the cyclogiro rotor and mad8 an aerodynamic azaly- 
sis of that system (reference 1). The examination d'Ls- 
closed that such a machine had sufficient promise to jus- 
tify an experimental fnvestigation; a model with a diame- 
ter and span of 8 feet was therefore constructed and teat- 
od in the 20-foot wind tunnel during 1934. 

The experimental work included tests of the effect 
of the blade motion upon the -rotor forces during the 
static;lift and forward-flight conditions at several rotor 
spseds and the determination of the relations between the 
forces generated by the rotor and the power required by 46, 
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" APPARATU'S ,' '* 

The 20-foot wind. tunnel, inrwhich these test‘s were 
oOndUCt8d, is described in reference 2; the only altera- 
tfOn r0quir8d..fOr the oyClOgiro .t8StS W&S the kIStallatfOn 
of two lateral-force balances. These balances were re- 
qufred because the rotor axfs was mounted vertfcally and 
the rosultant rotor force wag measured on the drag and 
lateral-force balances. 

The model cyclogfro rotor is shown reaay.for test in 
figuro. 1. Its essential dimensions are: 

.. Span .. 'i ...... 8 ft. 

Diameter ...... 8' ft. 

Number of,blades . . , 4 ' 
. 8. 

Blade chord . . . . . 0.312 ft.' 

Each.of the blades was attached to the rotor shaft by 
seven -arms; ball-bearing,pfvots were provided in the blade 
at the 0.25-ohor& po.int and the blades were statically 
balanced about that poi'nt. The blade'airfofl section was 
the N.A.C.A. 00.12 modified.so that the mean-camber line 
was an arc of B-foot radius; the mean-camber line was 
chosen to cofncide with the blade path during a representa- 
tive condition of operation. The blade construction, shown 
in figure 2, wa8 composite, consisting of a continuous 
Spar, a nosepiece contafning a lead balance weight, wooden 
ribs,' a metal trafling edge, and a covering of silk paper. 
%very.effort was made to save weight without sacrificing 
strbngth.but because the filler blocks between spar and 
ribs %vere,too small two blades were broken in a prel%ml- 
nary test When the ribs pulled away from the spar* No. 
further trouble was experienced after the weak joint had 
been Strengthen,ed by larger filler blocks. 

The blade angle, measured from a tangent to the blade 
circle, was controlled by link rods that connected the 
trailing edge of the blades at their lower ends to the 
outer race of an eccentric bail bearing on the rotor axis. 
The eccentricity, which det'ermined .by its mag_nftude and 
direction the amplitUd8 and phase of the blade oecillatioiIc 
was the resultant of two circular eccentrics that could 
be rotated both with respect to the rotor axis and to each 

c 

* 

c 

c 
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ether; this arrangement obviously makes possible the de- 
velopment.of an'eccent-ricitg of any desired.magnitude 
below the maxtlmum in any direction. The amplitude of the 
maximum blade angle was limited by the geometry of the 
model to about.35". :'.' . 

PROCEDURE AND TESTS : 
. 

., A considerable amount of .work was necessary to attain -- 
satisfactory balance..on 'the model. The cantilever rotor 
proved to be extremely sensitive to an unbalance sf a few 
fnch-ounces so that practically perfect static balance was 
required before the balance,scales were sufficiently steady 
to permit the taking of accurate readings. It was also 
found necessary to stiffen the shaft to raise fts crftlcal 
speed above the operating speedi: -.- , . 

During preliminary test.s, the model was examined with 
a stroboscope to determfne qualitatively the lag of the 
eccentric bearing race behind the blades and the twfst of ^ -- 
the blades. The examdnatfon dfsclosed little except that 
these quantities mere too small to be detected. 

I The procedure during test consisted of setting the 
amplitude and phase angle of the rotor eccentricity to 
predetermined values at a given tunnel speed and rotor 
spe6.d and taking simultaneous visual observations'of the 
dynamic pressure and the six balance scale readings. 

.- 

Tare tests.- Complete tare runs were made with the 
blades removed from the rotor. This.prccedure did not de- 
termine the interference effects on the blades of the 
blade-supporting arms but supplfed a reasonably accurate . 
approximation of the forces on the parasitic-rotor struc- 
ture. The test results fn this paper were o'btained by 
subtracting from the gross forces on the rotor the forces 
obtained with the blades removed. 

Static lift.- Force measurements on the model were 
made at several rotor tip-speeds-with-the wind tunnel 
stopped. The major rotor .fcr.ce was deve'ldped along the 
tunnel axis atid resulted in an'induced flow in the tunnel; 
the flow was slight, however, and va,s ignored with very 
small resultant error. An additidnal test was made at 
constant tip speed and eccentr,icit 

g 
in which the phase an- 

gle was changed successiveiy by 30 steps. The influence 
on the rotor of the fluid boundaries was indicated by an 
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increase of 7 percmt in the magnitude of the force devel- 
oped when its directlon ras changed from along the tunnel 
axis to across the tunnel axis. 

Forward flight.- ----- Force measurements were made at s-ov- 
era1 rotor tip speeds and through a wide range of air 
speeds for the forward-flight tests. Level flight was 
simulated in that the resultaYrt force was approximately 
perpendicular to the tunnel axis. B wide range of eccen- 
tricity amplitudes and phases w&.8 used, so that the char- 
acteristics of flight with and without power could be de- 
termined. 

RESULTS . 

Th-e results are presented in coeffictent form, usfng 
the natation given in reference If for convenience, the 
coefficieq-ts ire defined below. - 

X cx, = ---- '. . 
p iI2 R3 s ” , ._ ’ 

/Qp = P -----d .L :. : __ ' . . . . - 
p sds'R4 g . . . ,' : 

.. . . ..; 

where .X 'f's.the horizontal component of resultant 
I 'yofior force, lb. 

Z, Vertical component of resultant rotor 
force, lb. 

Pt air density, slug/cu.ft. 

0, rotor angular velocity, rad./sec. 

R, rotor radius, ft. 

v, air speed, ft,/ssc. 

(I).- 

(2) 

cd. 

(4) 

c 
. 
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rotor apan, ft. 

power requitred, ft.-lb./set. 

flight-path angle, deg. (measured from 
horizontal). 

coefficient of horizontal rotor force. 

.coefficient of vertical rotor force. 

coefffcient of power required, - 

tip-speed ratio:. _-. ._ 
fn the Z dfrection (normally, upiard) are 

positive toward the side of the rotor where the blade Is 
traveling with the relative wind; forces in the X direc- 
tion (normally forward) are positive toward the side of the 
rotor where the blade-is moving toward the posftive z 
axis. The eccentricity is defined by the amp.lftude aA 
and phase angle c of the forced oscillation of the blades. 
The blade angle fs measured from the tangent to the blade 

c circle; and phase angle is measured in the direction of 
rotation from horizontally upstream to the-point at which 

.the blade reaches its maximum angle. The use of the terms 
. "horfzontal" and l'vertica$l* should be understood to apply 

to the rotor in its normal position with the axis borizon- 
tal. All results as presented apply approximately to 
blades alone, the tare obtained from runs with blades re- 
moved havtng been subtracted from the gross results, as 
previously noted. 

The data obtained for static lift are shown in fig- 
ures 3 to 6. C3, CXt and CP are shown in figures 3 to 5 
a8 functions of aA 
ft./set=, 

for tfp 8pf3eas of 74.5 ft./set., 96.5 
and 150 ft./sea.; figure 6 contains the same 

data in the form of polar curves of C3 as a functfon of 
CP* 

Data for the forward-flight condition are presented 
in figures 7 to 13 for a tip speed of 150 ft./set. Each 
figure contains data for a given tip-speed ratio from 
0.20 to 0.50. The figures contain plots of C3 against 
GP for different constant values of CX and a parametric 
plot of 'aA and c agafnst Cp and Gi. 
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The figures may be used as follows: The requirod 
values of C5 and Cx determine the value of CP on one 
plot; then the consequent values of CZ and CP deter- 
mine the required Values Of aA and E on the other plot. 

The results obtained at a tip speed of 96.5 ft./set. 
are compared with those obtained at 150 ft./se=. in fig- 
ure 14, where CP is plotted against Cz for several 
values of cx at a tep-speed ratio of 0.50. 

A comparison between computed and experimental re- 
sults is presented graphically in figures 15 to 17. The 
power required to overcome the blade profile drag and the 
values of the blade profilpdrag coefficient are shown in 
ftgure 15 for Cz and Cx=O; the variation of CP 
with Cz for Cx = 0 is shown in figuro 16 and CP as 
a function of OX for Cz = 0 is shown in figure 17. 
Pigures 16 and 17 represont conditions .for a tip-speed 
ratio of 0*50. 

ACCURACY 

Balance forces were read to *to.1 lb. and, since the 
torque arm was 6 feet, the torque pas obtafned to *0.6 
lb.-f-b. No corrections have been made fn the results for 
jet-boundary or blocking effect because quantitative val- 
ues for this lifting system were so uncertain; as a re- 
sult., measured drag or X forces are thought to be slight- 
ly too high. The values from the faired curves of the co- 
efficients are considered to be accurate within the fol- 
lowing limits: 

CZ *o .0005- 

CX 0.0008 
-0.0002 

GP f0.0005 

CYCLOGIBO PSBFORLIANCE 

The test results are here utilfaed in the calculatton 
of the performance of a machine employing two rotors sLm- 
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ilar in form to the one tested. The constants of the ma- 
chine are: 

Rotor loading m 
ZBs 

= 5.0 lb./sq.fL 

Rotor lfft coefficfent C3 = 0.05 

Parasite drag Dp 

Rotor thrust coefiicient CX 

w 
=250q 

DP = -= 
p !2' Ra s 

0.02 p2 

Rotor tip speed RR = 290 ft./see. 
, ,’ . 

Parasite torque, added ' 
pow.er r.e_quired coefficient.. CpT'.= 0.0012 (1 -I- b2) 

It is assumed that"The actual machine will have a 
parasfte rotor torque considerably less than the modelo 
The results for the model indicated that the tare power _ 
requirement of the rotor was very closely expressed as -.- _ 
+lp = 0.0040 (1 -I- p2) and, because the paras,ita.ptructure 

---- A- ____ 
.was oversize and not of,go'pd si-neamlihe khap.e,' it is e-tits-- 
mated that 'thfs could be reduced -to-aapprokimately 30 per- 
cent of the model value at full,skale. The rssults of 
this calculation are.shown in figure 18,. together with the 
results based upon an average blade profile-drag coeffi- 
cient of 0.015 for comparfs.on. ' .- .- 

The'aMorotational characteristics of the cyclogiro 
are presented.in figure 19; the calculations are based on 
the experimental results and on the sane constants and 
assumptions that were used for the'results shown in fig- 
ure 18. As in figure 18, autorotation has also been com- 
puted for CD, = 0.015. The equations of equflibr.fum have 

been applied to the test results to determine at what 
flight-path angle the weight and parasite drag are can- 
celed by the rotor with zero resultant pow.er coefficrent; 
these equations result in the following expressions: 

w CO6 8 =. z -., 
. 

Z sin 9 = ‘(x - Dp>, COB 8 

P = OPT 
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Consequently, 

cz, = 0.05 COB 8 

sin 8 =' Cx - 0.02 p2 
0.05 

DISCUSSION 

Lag of the blade motion and blade twist would mean 
that the effective amplitude and phase of the blade rno- 
tion were not identical with those of the eccentric but 
would not change the fundamental relationships between 
CX, CZ, and CR, The fact that th-ey were too small to be 
detected is sufficient reason to consider thorn unimpor- 
tant, although the experimental values of aa and tz are. 
not considered exact. 

Tare - ----• The test results presented in graphic form 
represent the differences between the tests of the com- 
plete rotor and the same Gotor with the blades removed. 
The parasitic structure of the model rotor is not a scale 
equivalent of an actual flying rotor. In addition, the 
drag coefficient of a unit length of the model blade arms 
was found, from the tare results, to be 0.10 (based on 
the chord}, wh%ch is quite large compared to a good strut 
section. It is thought that the forces on the parasite 
structure of another rotor can be calculated with little 
difficulty. Rather than undertake the difficult problem 
of deciding upon the ideal dimensions and form of a full- 
scale rotor supporting structure and calculating its drag 
and required power, the forces for the blades alone are 
prosentod and can thus be added to the calculated forces 
for the supports of another rotor, 

Static lift.- ---- It will be seen in figures 3 to 5 that 
Cx was not zero during the static-lift tests despite the 
fact that the phase angle was set to give such a result. 
The resultant force was inclined about 10' from tho de- 
sired direction when %L was 20°, a shift that is greater 
than any possible lag-between tho blade motion and the ec- 
centric. The lateral component of the resultant may be 
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qualitatively edxplained as a Magnus effect upon the rotor 
shaft because the rotor force would generate an induced 
velocity of appreciable magnitude in the interior of the 
rotor. Although the magnitude of the actual Idagnus effect 
on the shaft cannot be accurately estimated, an a-pproxi- 
mate calculation disclosed that it would be at least a 

. third of the observed lateral force. 

The results of the tests at different tip speeds show 
reasonable agreement and indicate that the scale effect fs 
small over the range tested. The lift per horsepower can 
be calculated from these curves by means of the expression 

550 cz 
L/hp. = -- QR Cp - ------ I -- 

which follows from the definition of the coefficients. 
For a tLp speed of 100 feet per second, the maximum lift 
per horsepower fs about 23.8 lb./hp. The same quantity 
for an airplane propeller set to 10' p*Ltch and operating 
at 100 feet per second tip speed is abclut 50'lb;/hp. (ref- 
erence 3). 

Forrrard flight.- ---- F$gurcs 7 to 13 show that the goner 
required for the rotor increases much faster tiith Cx 
than mith G3; - also, that to a first aG$?ox$mation,-the 
curves of constant CX are mutually parallel. It is evi- 
dent from the curves that Cz is primarily a function- of‘ 
E and not of aA and that Cp changes very slokly with 
E. and rapidly with aA; since Cp varies rapidly with. 

cx* it follows that to a first approximation, aA deter- 
mines Cx and CR, and c fixes the value of Cz. This 
r'esult is predicted from the equations developed in refor- 
erce 1. 

- 

EJcformancs.- The interpretation of the test results 
obtained by applying them to the calculation of the per- 
formance of 'a machine employing this lifting system a6 
shorzn in figure 18 is not encouraging. Vertical ascent is 
possible only with a power of 0.15 hp./lb.; inversely, a 
porrer loading of 6.67 lb./hp. would be necessary. ‘W%th 
this power loading, a maximum speed of about 106 mile-s per 
hour and a maximum rate of climb at 50 miles per hoiir of 
about 2,400 ft./min. would be obtained. With a normal 
power loading of 10 lb./hp,, however, the speed range is 
from 29 to '7'7 miles per hour and the maximum rate of 
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climb at 50 miles per hour is 790 ft./min. The constants 
determining the performance have beon chosen on the favor- 
able side; consoquontly, the porformanco shown in figure 
18 iLs considorod optimistic.. 

Tho autorotational porfornanco plotted in figuro 19 
has not shown the velocity in vertical descent because the . 
experimental results did not include this condition. Ths 
gliding performance is, i-n general, poor. The minimum 
vertical velocity is approximately 20 miles per hour and 
5ncreases rapidly as the horizontal speed becomes less 
than 40 miles per hour. 
about. ~25'. 

The minimum gliding angle is 

&mcarison of anrsis and exoeriment.- Figure 25 
shows that the value ofneavsrage blade profile-drag 
coefficient (3~) 

. 0 
is, in reality, a function of tip-speed 

ratio and is not constant as was assumed; the experimental. 
'Do rises to the unexpected value of 0.04 at-.-a tip-speed 
ratio of 0.50. Consequently, the calculated power for 
zero rotor force Is much too small. The increase in drag 
co-efficient is similar to the increase that was observed 
by Katemayr (reference 4) when he measured the average 
drag of an airf-091 oscillating lin a steady air atream. It 
should be noted that the results in figure 15, although 
for zero rotor forcos, novertholess correspond to an os- 
cillation in angle of attack over a rango greater than 
iELo". There exists a real possibelity, substantfated by 
these and by Xatzmayrls tests, that an oscillating airfoil 
has characteristics that are entirely unlike those of a 
stationary airfoil, and research on the oscillating afr- 
foil. is of fundamental importance in the whole fX.eld of 
rotating-wing research. Many questions now unanswered 
will become clear when the laws 'which govern the oscillat- 
ing airfoil are understood. 

Figures 16 and 17 show that the equations in refer* 
ence lwould give close agreement with the experimental 
results if the value of CD 

0 
were correctly chosen; the 

calculated curves of Cz and Cx as functions of Cp 
are parallel to the experimental values but intersect the 
ordinato axis at too small. a value. This result fs con- . .sidered a reasonable verification of tho mathematical anal- 
ysii. :. 

. 
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CONcLUSIONS 

1. The cyclogiro is capable of vertical ascent, for- 
ward flight, and gliding flfght without power. 

2. The probable performance of the cyclogiro fs very 
poor for normal power loadings, and a maximum speed of 100 
miles per hour would be attained only wfth a power loading 
of less than 7 lb./hp. 

3. The variation of the power required by the cyclo- 
giro with the vertical and horizontal force coefficients 
is correctly predicted by mathematical analysis. 

4. The profile-drag coefficioat of tho cycloglro ro- 
tor blades increases rapidly tvfth tip-speed ratio and is 
probably influenced by the blade oscillations. 

5. Rosearch on the oscillating airfoil is needed in 
order to clarify past and future rotating-wing research. 

Langley Hemorfal Aeronautical Laboratory, 
Rational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., February 26, 1935. 
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Figure l.-The oyclogiro rotor eet up for testing. 
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Figure a.-Detaile of the aycAogiro blade. 
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Figye LE.-Comparison of com?utod and 
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cX = 0 and p = 0.50 . 
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Figure 19.--4ctoro tatiox of cyclogiro. 


